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ABSTRACT
This paper is devoted to an investigation of the structure 
of a compact topological semigroup S, in terms of the 
measure algebra M(S) of complex valued countably additive 
regular Borel measures defined on the semigroup S. The 
investigation is motivated by the measure theoretic properties 
of a compact topological group.
If G is a compact topological group it is known that ^^ ( m ) , 
the collection of all complex valued countably additive 
regular Borel measures absolutely continuous with respect 
to normalized Haar measure m on G, is an ideal of M(G) 
with respect to convolution multiplication. Moreover, it 
is known that ^*(m) contains a subset consisting of non­
negative measures having norm one which acts as an approxi­
mate identity for ^^(m). The ultimate aim of Chapter I 
is to find necessary and sufficient conditions, in terms of 
a non-negative idempotent measure having norm one and its 
a?1 -space, that the kernel (the minimal ideal) of the com­
pact topological semigroup S be a group. One of the main 
results of Chapter I is that the kernel is a group if and 
only if there exists a non-negative idempotent measure A 
having norm one whose -space is an ideal of M(S) and 
there exists a subset of A) consisting of non-negative
elements having norm one which acts as an approximate 
identity for <jf1C A) in the weak-* topology ( the measure 
algebra M(S) is identified with the adjoint space of the 
continuous complex valued functions, given the supremum 
norm topology, defined on S). A certain characterization 
of the convolution semigroup of non-negative measures 
having norm one gives rise to a number of necessary and 
sufficient conditions that the kernel be a group, A par­
ticular result of this characterization is that the kernel 
is a group if and only if there exists a unique idempotent 
non-negative measure having norm one whose ^^-space is 
an ideal of M(S) or equivalently, there exists a unique 
idempotent non-negative measure having norm one whose carrier 
is the kernel.
Chapter II is concerned with the study of a certain subset 
of the -space of a non-negative idempotent measure X  •
This subset, denoted by ( A )• consists of those elements 
/9  of J?1( A ) for which
8up V  i/*vr2 <„
PS Z -  * < V
*1^3
where the supremum is taken over all finite partitionings 
Pg of S by Borel sets and the terms of the summation for 
which A(B^) » 0 are deleted (Note: A(®^) * 0 implies
■ O'* , One of the principle results of Chapter II
v
is that the kernel is a group if and only if there exists a 
unique non-negative idempotent measure having norm one whose 
^^-space is invariant relative to convolution multiplication 
by point measures. Moreover, it is shown that in the latter 
result the word ''invariant'' may be replaced by ''ideal11.
Necessary and sufficient conditions that the kernel be a 
group are given in terms of left and right regular repre­
sentations of the a?2 -space of a non-negative idempotent 
measure. Finally, a necessary and sufficient condition for 
S to be a group is
(1) The kernel is a group, and
(2) Y  e M(S) and 'g'^ 1(m) * {0}
imply “ 0» where m is normalized Haar measure 
on the kernel (extended to S).
The latter result, in light of the theorems in Chapter I 
and II, give rise to many necessary and sufficient conditions 
for S to be a group.
vi
INTRODUCTION
In the text S will always denote a compact Hausdorff 
topological semigroup. To be more explicit, S will be a 
compact Hausdorff topological space enjoying a multipli-
continuous and associative.
The sigma algebra of all Borel sets (the sigma algebra 
generated by the open sets of S) will be denoted by B(S) 
and M(S) will denote those countably additive complex - 
valued measures yC f defined on B(S) such that yU  is regular 
(i.e., e > 0 and E e B(S) imply there exists an open set 
W containing E and a compact set K contained in E such that
|//(W) - //(E) | < e and |//(K) - //(E) | < e).
For yC / e M(S) , the measure |yU  I defined at E e B(S) by*.
is an element of M(S), where PE now and hereafter will 
denote a partition, by Borel sets, of the set E and the 
supremum is taken over all such partitions of E. M(S) is
cation m:S x S ---- ► S, denoted by m(x,y) « xy, that is
If
// and \  are elements of M(S) the convolution product of
JJl and A is defined to be Xg(xy)d^(x)dA (y)
for E e B(S) (iig(z) will denote the characteristic function 
of the set E). Under convolution multiplication M(S) is a 
Banach algebra.
A linear subspace 1 of M(S) will be called an ideal of M(S) 
if M(S)lUlM(S)C I where M(S)I - - . / ( c u ts ') and A) el}.
For each fixed point x e S the measure x defined at E e B(S)O
by:
x(E)
1 if xeE
0 if x^E
is a non-negative element of M(S) having norm one and will 
be called the point measure determined by x. In an effort 
to simplify notation x may be replaced simply by x; however,O
the distinction between the measure x * x and the pointO
x e S will be clear from context(e.g., the convolution pro­
duct xjU will usually be written xM  for yU e M(S)). A setO '
A CH(S) will be called invariant if A is closed under mul­
tiplication on the right and left by all point measures 
(i.e., x A U A x C A  for each x e S)„
If (X and are elements of M(S) then o< will be called 
absolutely continuous with respect to (written o< <<^) 
if E e B(S) and^/S^E) - 0 imply cK (E) - 0. A measure 
A  e M(S) will be called non-negative (written A « 0) if 
for each E e B(S) , \(E) I 0. F o r ^ e  M(S) a n d ^ 2 0»
will denote { o(e M(S) : o< <</*} and 3? 2(//) will 
denote those elements of for which:
3sup ^  l ^ Bi>|2 < „
PS /  , / U ( . \ )
V PS
The supremum is taken over all partitions Fg of S and the 
terms of the summation for whichy^(B^) * O are deleted 
(Note: / / )  so that i f ^VCE^ * 0, then^^CE^) * 0).
Since S is compact we may identify C(S)*, the space of 
bounded linear functionals on C(S), with the space M(S) 
where C(S) denotes the space of continuous complex valued 
functions on S, endowed with the supremum norm topology.,
At times it will be convenient to use the same letter to 
denote the functional and the measure, writing^//(f) ■ 
y* f(x)d>//(x) for f e C(S)
The set S « { A e M(S) ; A I |A||* is compact in the 
weak-* topology and is a topological semigroup relative 
to this topology and convolution multiplication [^3 ° For 
each f e C(S) and x e S the functions fx and f defined by 
fx (y) * f(yx) and f (y) ■ f(xy) respectively are elements
of C(S) and x— --- » fx , x—  » f are continuous
mappings of S into C(S), the latter being given the 
supremum norm topology [53.
Now for each A e B(S) there exists a unique minimal
^Numbers in brackets refer to correspondingly 
numbered bibliographical references„ As above, C5J 
refers to reference 5 in the Selected Bibliography.
4closed set called carrier ( A ) that is the complement of 
the largest open set having |A I -measure zero. If A C  S, 
then A will he called a right ideal of S (left ideal of S) 
if A ji 0 (/eJ will denote the null set) and AS C  A(SA c  A) 
where AS - (as : aeA, seS). A will simply he called an 
ideal if it is hoth a left and right ideal» It is known 
in the general theory of compact topological semigroups 
that there exists, uniquely, a minimal closed ideal called 
the kernel denoted hy K [7] (the kernel of the convolution 
semigroup S will he denoted hy K(S))„ Finally, the 
idempotents of a set C will he denoted hy E(C)„
For the sake of completeness and ease of understanding the 
general theorems of compact topological semigroups used in 
following chapters will he stated here without proof. 
However, credit will he given to the respective author or 
authors and reference will be made to the Selected 
Bibliography.
Theorem I [7]
Each e e E(S) is contained in a unique maximal group H 
and H is closed. Moreover, H Pi H_ / f6 if and only if0 6 X
e = f (and hence Hg = H^,).
Theorem II [7]
If G C  S and G is a closed group, then G is a topological 
group (i.e. , multiplication in G is continuous and the
5mapping x >■ x-* is continuous for x e G) „
Definition I ^  will denote the collection of all minimal 
left ideals of S and will denote the collection of all 
minimal right ideals of S ( ^  £ f6 and tR t  jt [73 )«
Theorem III [2]
If L ssf and R e tR then HL * H fl L « eSe = H where e^ = 
e e R O  L and H is the maximal group containing e.
Theorem IV [2]
The kernel K of S is the pairwise disjoint union of each of 
the sets 5f, «? and {eSe : e^ * e e K}„
Definition II A subsemigroup T of S is called simple if it 
does not properly contain any ideals of T0
Theorem V [53
If / A  and / are elements of S, then carrier ( )  * 
[carrier (yU )] [carrier( A )3 «
Theorem VI C33
A  ^
If/t e S and H « carrier (yd/)» then H is a compact
simple subsemigroup of S and f e C(S) implies that the
mapping x » ^  (fX) is constant on each minimal left
ideal of S and the mapping x----- > f ) is constant on
each minimal right ideal of H„
Theorem VII [33
If Jut e S the following are equivalent:
(A) JU e K(S).
6(B) / j t / J t  .  {/f}.
(c) A 2 - A  and H * carrier ijU ') is the union of
p
maximal groups H for e - e e K„©
(d) A 2 - A  and H x H » H all x £ S.
Theorem VIII [8]
p **
If H is a subgroup of S, / r  -JU e S t and carrier 
H, then the restriction of jC / to the Borel sets of H is 
normalized Haar measure on H„
Theorem IX L3]
The kernel K of S is the union of the sets carrier { / U ) for
A  e £ (s)„
Theorem X [3]
The following are equivalent:
(A) £ is simple°
(B) !? consists of idempotents*
(C) JU.S/1 - {/£) all / i e S
(D) xS * {x} all x e S or Sx - i.x} all x e S.
(E) /I S * {jU) all ft e S or S/I • {/I} all /JL z S.
Theorem AI [6]
If JU. z S, then :
U )  w e a i i ?  U  ' * X e X i S t S
(b ) A 2 -
(o) / / A  - A - A// •
(Note: In the theorem denotes the convolution product
of with itself i times.)
Theorem XII [1)
The weak-* closed convex hull of the collection of all 
point measures of M(S) is S.
CHAPTER I
Definition 1.1
If A is a subset of S and x e S, then (x:A) * (y e S : xy e A)
and (A:x) « (y e S : yx e A).
Theorem 1.1
If t e S and A is an open (closed)subset of S, then (t:A) 
and (A:t) are open (closed) subsets of S.
Proof: If t e S and A is an open set, then if (t:A) ■ jrf,
then (t:A) is open. If x e (t:A), then tx e A and since
multiplication is continuous there exists an open set V 
containing x such that tV C. A. Hence V C  (t:A) and (t:A) 
is open. A similar argument shows that (A:t) is open.
Now if A is closed we need,as before, only consider the case 
(t:A) / jeJ. If x £ (t:A) (for F C  S, F will denote the 
closure of F) and x £ (t:A) then tx e (S - A), an open set. 
Again, by continuity of multiplication, there exists an open 
set V about x such that V f )  (t:A) = jrf so that x could not 
have been point of (tTAJ. This contradiction and a similar 
argument for (A:t) completes the proof.
Theorem 1.2
If t e S and A is a Borel set, then (t:A) and (A:t) are 
Borel sets.
Proof: Fix t e S and consider the set C9f of those elements
9A e B(S) for which (t:A) e B(S) and (A:t) e B(S). Theorem 
1.1 implies that O f  contains the open sets. Moreover, it
«• O*
is easily seen from the equalities (t «u*>- u (t:A ) and
n-1 n-1 n
(t:[A1 - A 2]) - [(ttA^) - (t:A2)] that O/ must he a sigma 
algehra. However, since B(S) is the smallest sigma algehra 
containing the open sets we have that &1 »• B(S). This 
completes the proof.
Theorem 1.3
If A e M(S) and A  ■ 0, then carrier ) * H is an ideal 
of S if and only if V open, /\ (V) * 0  and t e S imply
A<t:V) - * °*
Proof: If carrier (A ) * H is an ideal of S, V is open,
lev) ■ 0 and t e S, then since H is the complement of the 
largest upen set having A -measure zero we have that V D H * 
jtJ. Now if (t:V) O  H / jrf, then there exists y e H such that 
ty e V which is impossible since H an ideal implies ty e H 
and V n  H * A similar argument shows that A(V:t) - 0.
Conversely, suppose y c H and t e S. If ty e (S - H) then 
y e (t:[S-H])« Since (S-H) is an open set, Theorem 1.1 
implies (t:[S-H]) is an open set. However, /\(S-H) = 0  
so that ^((t:[S-H])) -0. This means that y t  H = carrier 
( A)» contrary to assumption. Thus, ty e H and a similar
argument shows that yt e H. This completes the proof.
Theorem 1.4
i f , * *  M(S) and p e S, then for E e B(S), p^(E) «^//CpiE) 
aud^/p(E) - y#(E:p).
10
Proof: For J U  e M(S), E £ B(S) and p e S we have that
P/AB) - S h  R(xy)dp(x)d/Z/Cy) - /icB(py)d^(y) - 
/  w( p : B ) ^ ^  ^  A similar argument for
^(E:p) ■ y#p(E) completes the proof*
Definition 1*2
If J U  e M(S) , then Z(yd/) will denote the collection of all 
Borel sets E for which J U iX ) * 0.
Theorem 1.5
If e M(S) and j t f  \  0, then the following are equivalent:
(A) is an ideal of 11(S).
(B) is invariant*
(C) A e and t £ S imply (t:A) £ Z(/0 and
(A:t) £ Z(^), >
(D) x/^ e Sf 1(/d) and / j t x . for each x £ S,
(E) J l h / A  * X /* ) - sf1^ )  - £ H / L + ^ ££x) for each
x e S e
Proof: (A) implies (B) is clear* To see that (B) implies
(C) let A e Z(^) and t e S, then we have from Theorem 1*4 
that ^ // (t: A) ■ ty£^ (A) * 0 and / t u  :t) * JU  t(A) - 0 since
J U W  - 0 and is invarianto Again we have from
Theorem 1.4 that ify^(E) » 0 and x £ S then x^/(E) *
x:E) ■ 0 and^^x(E) =^^d^(E:x) ■ 0 so that if (C) holds, 
then (D) must also hold* In order to see that (D) implies
(E) we note that jU , I 0 and (D) imply that if A e B(S), then 
(yiH + x//)(A) is zero if and only if {JLt yC(x.) ( A) is zero
if and only if (k ) is zero so that these three measures
11
are mutually absolutely continuous with respect to one 
another and therefore generate the same spaces. To
prove that (E) implies (A) let A e and 7} e M(S) ,
then there exists a measurabley/f-integrable function f 
such that for E e B(S), ^(E) « f  f(z)d/^(z) (Radon-Nikodym
Theorem). Now suppose A e B(S) andy^(A) ■ 0. Since by 
Theorem 1.4 y e S implies A y(A) - A(A:y), we have that
AVj(A) - / / nA(xy)d / (x)d Tj(y) - / n^A;y)Cx)d A(x)d >^(y) -
/ Ac A:y)d J’fCy) - <^U ( z) )d/y (y) . However, (E)
(A: y )
implies that for each y e &t y 6 ( (A :y ) * ^ / y ( A ) » 0, since 
/ / ( A) = u so that f  f(z)dZf(z) * 0 for each y and hencet / r (A;y)
/  (J^ ^f(z)dy^(z)J d*j(y) = f  0&7[ (y) = 0 and A (A) -
0. A similar argument together with the use of the Fubini 
theorem shows that )^A(A) * 0 finishing the argument that 
rfV ) is an ideal of U (S ). This completes the proof.
Theorem 1.6
If/( 2 = /J . E S, then af1^ )  s f  1(/«  )<= gC 1C/td) (I.e.,
is an algebra relative to convolution multiplication)
Proof: If TJ , A e ^f1^ ) ,  E e B(S) and^#(E) - 0, then
^  A c e ) » f f  y)d^(x)dACy) - /  ^Cfi**y)d A (y) and
similarly 0 « ^ ( E )  » jU JU . (®) ■ :y)d/^Cy)- Since
jU \ Q the latter equality yields that/(^ (E:y) = 0, except 
on a set F having -measure zero. Now /  Y](E:y)d A(y) -
f  h ( y ) + /  *?(E:y)dA(y) ^ t
<$-F) F 1
12
/ X *  :y) - 0 except for y e F imply that ?f(E:y) - 0 except
possibly for y e F so that / ?7(E:y)dA (y) * 0. Since
(B-F) f
h < < A  andJbL (F) ■ 0 we have that A (**) - 0 implying that 
f Tfj(E:y)dA(y) - 0. Hence ■ 0 so that ^ A e ^ C /Ll)
Theorem 1.7
If jU . e S* and is an ideal of M(S) then carrier iy tf)
is an ideal of S.
Proof: If x e S, then the point measure x e S and since
0
) is an ideal of M(S) we have that myU < <y^. and 
A *  . Now carrier carrier ) for if V is
an open set having -measure zero then x^£(V) = 0 and the 
definition of the carrier of a measure implies the desired 
inclusion,, Similarly we have carrier ^ x )  C  carrier (/£.')* 
Applying Theorem V (Wendel-Glicksberg) we have (x)carrier(y5£) 
carrier (x/£) CZ carrier i^ UL) and carrier (^)(x) - 
carrier (A  x) GZ carrier (A  ). This completes the proof of 
the theorem.
Theorem 1.8
i f / < 2 -/t e S and carrier ) * S then ^ 1(/< ) is an
ideal of M(S) if and only if the mappings y----- >>^£(E:y)
and y *y#(y:E) are continuous for each E e Z(^).
Proof: If JJL) is an ideal of M(S) , A 2 - A  e S and 
E e ) » then Theorem 1.5 implies that ^ (E:y) “ (y:E) ■ 
0 for each y e S and thus the mappings are clearly 
continuous.
13
Conversely, if for B e Z(y^) the mapping y > (B:y)
and y----- >■ /^/(yiE) are continuous then 0 « ^ ^(E) «y^#(E) «
B(xy)d//(x)d//(y) - ^//(BiyJd^Cy). How if, for some 
y e S , J U (E:y) > 0 then the continuity of the mapping 
y ► ^^(E-.y) implies that there is an open set V, con­
taining y, such thaty^E: z) > 0 for z e V. Since carrier 
(^/) - S we have that the ^ -measure of each non-void open 
set is positive so that y£^(V) > 0. However, this is impos­
sible for if this were the case, theny^(E) » f  d//(y)
is larger than zero contrary to the assumption that E e 
Therefore we see that ^ (Esy) - 0 and similarlyy^(y:E) » 0, 
for each y e S. Invoking Theorem 1.5 once again, we have 
that is an ideal of M(S) , completing the proof.
Theorem 1.9
If \  ^ \  e S and is an ideal of M(s) then:
(A) The kernel K ** carrier (A)-
(B) X e K(£).
Proof: Since is an ideal of 11(S), Theorem 1.7 implies
that carrier (A) is an ideal of S. Since the kernel K is 
the minimal ideal we must have the E d. carrier ( A)» 
the other hand, Theorem VI implies that carrier (A) is a 
compact simple semigroup. Due to the fact that E is an ideal 
of S and E CZ carrier (A) we certainly have that K is an 
ideal of carrier (A)» Tlle simplicity of carrier (A) yields 
E « carrier (A)* completing the proof of (A).
14
In order to Bee that (B) holds we note that by (A), K - 
carrier (A ). Using Theorems III and IV the kernel K is 
the union of the maximal groups eSe « HQ for e - e e K. 
However, Theorem VII, together with these facts and the 
fact that A 2 - A , implies that A £ &(S)„ This completes 
the proof.
Theorem 1.10
ifM  2 -// e S and O is an ideal of H(S) , then
CZ 3f x( A ) if A 6 M(S) , A > 0, A / o and / * (  A )
is an ideal of M(S).
Proof: I t / / 2 myU e S and is an ideal of M(S) ,
then Theorem 1.9 implies yU £ K(S). For A £ M(S), A « 0,
X wwe have that fj^ jp e S so that using Theorem VTI we have,
S * TiXTT ^  M  • In view of the fact that A ) an
ideal of H(S) and t 1 (A) - we have that yU. < < A
and hence that X( A ). This completes the
proof.
Corollary 1.1
I t / /  2 eS, A 2 - A e S  and 3? X(/0 and w^1( A ) are
ideals of M(S), then ^ ( / O  - af1( A ).
Proof: The corollary follows immediately from Theorem 1.10.
Theorem 1.11
A <r\£ S, then the following are equivalent:
(A) A e K(S).
(B) A + e K(S) , all e* e S.
15
(C) e X(S), all c* e S,
In particular, if A e K(S) , then ^ + ^  ^  and — — —
W M
are idempotents in S for each ©< e S,
Proof: If A e K(S) , then A ^ ■ A e S and A S A * (A) 
(Theorem VII) „ Now if /& e S, then since A A * (A) and
^ ©c ^
S is a convex semigroup we have that .... -^--- £ S for all
e S and A + ^  A + A iS equal to the measure
A ^ A  + A ( )  A + o(A/^A + o<A )A A + A
4 2
This implies via Theorem VII that -A. +^V.A ■ e K(S).
Similarly, A ^ A 0*—  e K.(S) and Theorem VII implies both 
are idempotents,
Conversely, if -A— * A—  e k.(S) for all o< e S, then Theorem 
XI implies:
n
n J ^ a l
weak-* “ X  A  
n _ + ‘ \ /
exists,
- >] -A>7 and ?j) 2 =>1 e S.
Moreover, we have:
A + >7 A + A A + A 2 A + >iA
2  " 2  ■ 2  l 2
A H  \y\ Y\ A | ft A M , so that
,A .+ J l , « )^| an(i hence Y^ ■ A • Now note that:
A - V] - A t ^ A  e
so that (A) and (B) are equivalent, A dual argument for the 
equivalence of (A) and (C) completes the proof of the theorem,
16
Theorem 1.12 
n
If P « is a partition of S hy Borel sets, then for
each x e S,P' » 6111(1 pt ' = are each
partitions of S hy Borel sets-
Proof: If P « is a partition of S hy Borel sets,
then in virtue of Theorem 1-2,P* = {(x:E^)}?_^ is a col­
lection of Borel sets for each x e S„ Moreover, it is clear
that (x:S) * ty^xyeS} = S- From the latter and from the
n n
fact that S * ^  E. we have that S « (x:S) = (x: O  E, ) «
i =1 1 i-1 1
n
L/(x:E, )« Finally, since E, O  E. = (6 unless i = j and
i-1 1 1 0
(xiE^OEj) = (xjE^) r \  (x:E^) we see that (xiE^) f (x:E^) « 
l6 unless i = j„ This, together with a similar argument for 
P 1', completes the proof of the theorem-
Theorem 1-13
-/U . e S, x / C /< < / C/ a n d y t f x  <(^U for each x e K, 
then carrier (j [ / )  = K-
Proof: Since x^/U i i y U  and ^ / x  < <y£/ for each x e K, then
carrier (x y tf)  CZ carrier (yU ) and carrier (JU x) d  carrier
C/ / ) *  Now using Theorem V, we have that (x) carrier
carrier (^/U) and carrier ) (x) Cl carrier (//), for each
x e K so that if H - carrier C^) , then KHK Cl H- We note
now that Theorem VI implies that H = carrier C/&0 is a
compact simple semigroup- However, KHK is clearly an ideal
of S and hence an ideal of H so that, in view of the 
simplicity of H, KHK - H- On the other hand, KHK CZ K and
17
the minimality of X implies that KHK ■ K. Together, these 
facts imply that K - H - carrier (yC/), completing the proof 
of the theorem,.
Definition 1.5
If ^  is a measure defined on the Borel sets of a closed 
subset A of S, then the measure /8  e M(S), defined at a 
Borel set E of S by means of the equality (E) «jS (A D  B ) ,
will be called the usual extension of to B(S) (we natu­
rally assume here that is a complex valued countably 
additive regular Borel measure defined on the Borel sets of 
A).
Definition 1..4-
The set of all A e & such that carrier ( \  ) CZ K will be
in
denoted by K„
Theorem 1,15
If the kernel K is a group, m is normalized Haar measure on 
K and m denotes the usual extension of m to the Borel sets 
of S then:
(A) m^ * m e S„
(B) mS = {m} ■ Sm„
(C) ^^(m) is an ideal of M(S) „
Proof: In order to see that (A) holds we first note that
the properties of normalized Haar measure m and the definition 
of m immediately imply that m \  0 and moreover that 
IHII- ) m | (S) « i(s) - m(K D S) - m(K) - 1 
so that m e S„ We have that (m) is an invariant measure on
18
K so that if E e B(S) we may write:
mm(E) « f  f nB (xy)dm(x)dm(y) « L I  KE(xy)dm(x)djn(y) -
K KL L  TiE(xy)dm(x)dm(y) = f f *E (y)dm(x)dm(y) - 
K S K K
m(K) f 7iE (y)dm(y) « 1 J uE(y)dm(y) « J xE(y)dm(y) - m(fi).
K K
Thus, m « m e S and (A) holds.
To see that (B) holds, let A e S and E e B(S). We now 
write (denoting by e the identity element of K) m A(E) - 
U  nE (xy)dm(x)d A(y) = I L  nE (xy)dm(x)d A(y) *
/  J TtE [(xe)y]dm(x)d A (y) » f f *E[x(ey)]dm(x)d A (y) - 
K E
f L  nE (xe)dm(x)d A (y) ■ / /  *E(x)dmd A (y) ■ m(B) f d A (y) -
K
m(E)*l = m(E). This implies mS ■ (m) and a similar argument,
r  —  'itogether with the use of the Fubini Theorem implies Sm « (mj.
i/t _ _
If x e S, then clearly x e S and (B) implies that xm • m *
O
mx. This certainly implies that if E e B(S) and m(E) * 0, 
then xm(E) * mx(E) * 0. Now according to Theorem 1.5 tt wS 
is equivalent to ^*(m) being an ideal of M(S) and thus (C) 
holds. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Remark
In general, a measure e M(S) will be called a left zero
(right zero) of a subset A of M(S) if ^  A ■ }(A>^ ■ {/5}).
The measure will simply be called a zero of A if it is 
both a left and a right zero for A.
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Theorem I-16
IfjU  ^ m/A . e and Is an ideal of M(S) then:
(A) K ■ carrier (^60 is the countable union of
p
maximal groups H « eSe withe - e e K .©
(B) The restriction of the measure eyU e to the
Borel sets of H is normalized Haar measuree
on H o ©
(C) The yCC-measure of each maximal group is 
positive-
Proof: Theorem 1-9 assures us that K. * carrier and
moreover, that ^ LL e K(S) „ Also, Theorem VII implies that
JU » { / / } .  Now Theorem IV implies that K is the disjoint
2
union of maximal groups H - eSe for e « e e K. Hence,©
since ^  is countably additive andy^(K) < there can be 
at most countably many maximal groups having positive -
go p
measure. Since j U  c K(S) we have, for e = e e K, that 
(e^W e) (e^ t/e) » e(^/e^/)e » e//e„ Thus, Wendel's results 
(Theorems V and VIII) imply that carrier (e y t fe ) * eKe ■ eSe 
and the restriction of the idempotent measure e^u e e IS to 
the Borel sets of eSe is normalized Haar measure on eSe.
Since is an ideal of M(S) we have that eyUe
P 2for each e ■ e e K 0 If for some e * e e K,^(eSe) - 0,
then by absolute continuity we would have e//e(eSe) = 0,
which is absurd since e^CfeCeSe) « 1- Thus, there are only
2
countably many maximal groups H « eSe fore « e e £„
©
This completes the proof of the theorem-
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Theorem I,17
2
The kernel K is a group if and only if there exists^ ■
^  ^
A e s such that 5T y U ) is an ideal of M(S) and a sequence
_ OS 2
• e 6^(e } converging in norm t o Z (  , where ®n “ ®n e 
n n n-1
Proof: If K is a group and m is the usual extension of
normalized Haar measure on K to the Borel sets of S, then
. w _______________  p _ iA
by Theorem lol5 3k (nO i-3 311 ideal of M(S) and m ■ m e S.
—  —  2 Moreover, eme = m where e » e denotes the identity of K.
Clearly, the constant sequence {erne} converges in norm to m.
Conversely, if there existSy^ - e S such that {/LL)
is an ideal and a norm convergent sequence {en * V _  , for
2 n“  ^e^ * e^ e K, then Theorem 1„16 implies that K ■ carrier i^U')
and K is the countable disjoint union of maximr"1. groups of
2
the form H * eSe, for e = e e K„ If there are infinitelyC
oo
many distinct elements in , then we may choose
n=l oo
infinitely many distinct elements t®n)nsi ^ or BQk e of notation 
the same index will be used) such that for each integer n,
K / M  •» 'A W < However, for Sn - we ieey write
|l-/<(Sn)| - I V ^ V ' / ^ V l  ^llen * en ~ / A  < n •
This means that the sequence has limit 1, which
IIs 1
is absurd sincey# (S) < ** implies that the series
must convergeo Hence there can be o.  ^ finitely many dis-
tinct elements of the original sequence { en ) in which
n*l
case e^ - / u , for some integer k„ Therefore, using
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Theorem V, we see that carrier ■ ek^ek * carrier
(//) ■ K so that the kernel is a group.. This completes the 
proof of the theorem,,
Theorem 1.18
The following conditions are equivalent:
(A) The kernel is a group„
(B) There exists a unique idempotent in S whose
^^-space is an ideal of M(S) „
t/t
(C) There exists a unique idempotent in S whose 
carrier is the kernel.
Proof: To see that (A) implies (B) we note from Theorem
1.15 that if m is the usual extension of Haar measure on K 
to the Borel sets of S, then m^ = m e S and * H m ) is an 
ideal of M(S), Moreover, if there exists A ^  ■ A e S and
tfl(A> is an ideal of M(S), then Theorem 1„9 implies that
carrier (/\ ) ■ K and hence that A e K However, Theorem
- */t — t -l d 5  also implies that m is a zero for K so that m A “ ® 
and A m  • mB These together imply that m * (A m)(mA) »
A ®  A. Since by Theorem 1.9 A e &(S) , or equivalently,
A S  A * { A ) w© have that m * A ® A  * A that condition
(B) holds.
In order to see that (B) implies (C) suppose that *
A e £  is the unique idempotent such that gfX( A ) is an 
ideal of M(S). In this case we have immediately from Theorem 
1.9 that carrier (A) * Now if there exists^# ^  
such that carrier ( *  K, then Theorem VII and Theorem IV
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together imply t h a t ^  SJJL ■ {y t/} and A S A ■ (A)* Hence, 
using Theorem 1.11, we have that A ^  and
are idempotents in S. Note now that since / 1C A) is an 
ideal of M(S) the measures A » A  and A .'
are mutually absolutely continuous with respect to each 
other and hence generate the same £ ^-spaces. However, due 
to the uniqueness condition in (B) we have that
end hencej A - y U  d « h / U  • The latter equality yields:
so that
• A  and (B) implies (C).
In order to see that (C) implies (A)v let A ^  * A  e S be 
the unique idempotent whose carrier is K and fix x e K.
As before -AUl- ^ ti I ' ^ are idempotents in S
(Theorem 1.11). Now Theorem V implies that carrier (x A) ■ 
(x) carrier (A) = xK d  K and carrier (Ax) - carrier (A )x
Kx C  K, so that carrier ( -^  g ) = carrier (■■ A._^  A x  ^ _
carrier (A) = K. Thus by the uniqueness we have:
A + x A  „ A - A  ♦ Ax
2 ' 2
so that, A  = x A * Ax. No^ using Theorem V once again, 
the latter equality yields;
K ■ xK ■ Kx
so that K is a group. This completes the proof of the 
theorem.
A. -A_+ * 1 tn
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Theorem lo!9
If - / U  e S. af1 ( j U ) is an ideal of M(S) and the mappings 
x ► xJU  ^ x  ► j U x  are continuous in the norm topology,
then carrier iyU') - K and K is the finite disjoint union of
2maximal groups eSe, where e « e e K 0
Proof: Theorem I*9 assures that carrier iyU ) m & ®Jhd that
K is the countable disjoint union of maximal groups eSe for
2 1 e e K„ Now fix e » e e K and x e eS. Choose e . ^  . In
view of the continuity condition there exists an open set
U about x such that y e U implies:
|| 7 / t  - || < £ •
Now since x j a  e S and carrier (x^ //5 ■ xK :
(l; |^«(xK) - l| - |y/f(xK) - xy^CxK)) < IlfyU. - x/i\\ (
Therefore, the K relatively open set U Pi K must be contained 
in eS. If this were not the case, then we could choose 
y' e [(U O  K) - eS] and g^ = g e K such that y' e gS and 
gS C) eS - f& ( this follows since Theorem IV implies that K 
is the disjoint union of the minimal right ideals fS for
p
f « f e K). However, we would then have that xK) « 0
since carrier y 'K C! y 9S CT gS and xK C  xS C  eS.
This, together with inequality Cl), would imply that 1 < ^ .
Hence, U D  K C  eS and since x and e were arbitrary we
2
have that each minimal right ideal eS, for e » e e K, is 
an open set in the relative topology on K. Moreover, since 
K is compact there can be only finitely many minimal right 
ideals. A similar argument shows that there can be only 
a finite number of minimal left ideals. Together, these
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facts imply that there can be only finitely many maximal 
groups in K since a minimal left ideal and a minimal right 
ideal intersect in a maximal group (Theorem III). This 
completes the proof of the theorem.
Definition 1.5
If Q C  M(S), then the statement that Q has a weak-* 
approximate identity means that there exists a net {A a)ae^ 
contained in Q D  S such that for ^  e ft, { t^A a a^e^
{ A a7^)aeA converge in the weak-* topology to . We make 
a similar definition for norm approximate identity replacing 
’'weak-*1' by ''norm'' in the definition.
Theorem 1.20
If K is a group and m is normalized Haar measure on K 
extended to the Borel sets of S, then ^f^(m) has a norm 
approximate identity.
Proof: In the argument we will work in the relative topology
p
on K. Let e » e denote the identity of K and let Ua, for 
a in some index set A, be a neighborhood in K containing e. 
Since K is a compact Hausdorff space there exists a con­
tinuous function f^ on K such that O i ^a i  1, ^a(e) * 1 
and f'(y) - 0 for y e (K - UQ). Let f_ be a continuous81 0. SL
extension of f' to all of S and define at E e B(S) by:a a
A '(B) - / f (x)di(x). a E a
Since f_(e) » 1, fQ > 0 on K, and f is continuous it is 0 0 0
clear that A'(S) > 0. How define A at E e B(S) by:G 0
We now have that X (S) ■ 1 and A„ i 0 so that A- £ S.a a ®
Moreover, X a^ ^ ( m )  by definition. If e ^^(m) then
there exists a measurable m-integrable function g (Radon-
Nikodym) such that for E e B(S), 79(E) ■ f g(y)dm(y).
£
Moreover,
’ peS?S) I “ V l
P “  faNow for p e C(S), p i 1 and g& - ^ i we have, using the
invariance of m and the Fubini theorem,
jp(z)d(A^-*|) | * |/fp(xy)ga(x )g(y)dm(x)dm(y>Jp(y)g(y)dm(y)| =
^|p(xy)ga( x)g(y)dm(x)dm(y) -JJga(x)p(y)g(y)dm(x)dm(y) | «
If f p(xy)g (x)g(y)dm(y)dm(x) - t  / g (x)p(xy)g(xy)dm(y)dm(x)
I JK*K a K. K a I
| f£J^(p(xy)ga(x)g(y) - ga(x)p(xy)g(xy))dm(y)dm(x)| i
J f ga(x)|g(y) —  g(xy)| dm(y)dm(x) <
K K
J^gfl(x) (f^|g(y) - g(xy)| dm(y)^ dm(x).
Now there exists an open set, say U , about the identity
fiL
such that for x e U ', f |g(y) -g(xy)ldm(y) < e (Naimark
a k
[10]) so that in the former inequality the last item is 
less than:
e i g-,(x)dm(x) « £ J g (x)dm(x) - e v-rfeY J f (x)dm(x) - £ ,
K *S a A a w  S a
so that ll^l £. A similar argument shows that
|< e. Thus, the set A directed by inclusion of the 
J together with the measures k for a £ A form
cl ol
the net acting as a norm approximate identity for c^Cm)
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(norm convergence implies weak-* convergence). Note, 
moreover, that ( A ) . converges weak-* to e where e -*1 ft* ft ^
e is the identity of K e This completes the proof of the
theorem.
Theorem 1.21
If {A a)aeA is a net in M(S) converging weak-* to A 6 M(S) ,
then for each y & e M(S) , t A )aea and ^ a^aeA conver6e
weak * to and respectively.
Proof; Suppose { A q)aeA converges weak-* to A a n d e M(S)t 
Now for each f e C(S) we have that the function g(x) *
£  f(xy)d^(y) is an element of C(S) (the mapping x— -— ^ fx 
is a continuous mapping of S into C(S) , the latter being 
given the supremum norm topology [5]). For a e A the Fubini 
theorem yields;
A a/S<*) a ;;r(xy)dAa(x)d^(y) = J(],f(xy)dytf (y))d A a(x) - 
f g(x)d A _(x) - a (g). Now since g e C(S) we have thatf a S
A a(6) converges to A(s) * j g(x)d A (x)* J^Jf (xy)d£(y)^d\(x) 
I Jf(xy)d A(x)d/<5 (y) ^A^Cf)^ Therefore ( A a/£(f)}aeA ■
( A a(6))aeA converges to ^#(f). Now since f was an arbi­
trary element of C(S) ,  ^A g ^ ) aeA converges weak-* to „
A similar argument shows that (y^Aa)aeA converSes t o  A <■ 
This completes the proof of the theorem.
Theorem 1. 22
p
The kernel, K, is a group if and only if there exists^ »
e S such that is an ideal of M(S) and
has a weak-* approximate identity converging weak-* to an 
</>
element of K„
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Proof: If there exists j tL  ^  ■ jU . e S such that is
an ideal of M(S) and a weak-* approximate identity { A a)aeA
converging to K, then hy Theorem 1.16, carrier K
2 „and K is the union of maximal groups eSe for e - e e K0
p
Fix an idempotent, say, e - e e K and let^^ be normalized 
Haar measure on eSe extended to the Borel sets of S. Theorem 
1.16 implies that / S  £ so that, by virtue of Theorem
1.21, i ^ a / S ) aeA and (vfiAaiaeA converge weak-* t o ^ . On
V M
the other hand, ( A a^aeAC0DVer6es weak-* to e £ so that
t^a^^aeA and ^/^^a^aeA conver6e respectively to A and 
f i k  (Theorem 1.21) Since weak-* limits are unique we now 
have that V  - A  W  Moreover, since 
Theorem V implies that-
carrier ) carrier { Y j ) = carrier </* ) and 
carrier carrier “ carrier
Note that carrier ) * eSe is a group so that:
(1) carrier carrier ( y S ) carrier " carrier
We will now show that carrier (Y^) C  eSe. If this is not 
the case there exists y e carrier ( )  CT K such that y ^ eSe, 
However, since y e K, y must be an element of some maximal 
group fSf where f^ = f e K. and eSe D  fSf » Moreover,
for any x e S, we have yxy e fSf. The latter is clearly 
false since equation (1) implies that, in particular,
p
yey e eSe. Hence, carrier C  eS© and since e - e e £
was chosen arbitrarily we have that carrier i® contained
in each maximal group eSe° Since the latter are disjoint, 
there can be only one maximal group, namely, K itself.
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The converse follows immediately from Theorems 1.13 and
1.20 together with the fact that the weak-* approximate
identity { A a}a e for '^1(m) in Theorem 1.20 converges
2
weak-* to e, wuere e * e is the identity of K. This
O
completes the proof.
Theorem 1.23
The set K is weak-* closed and hence weak-* compact.
. i/> >
Proof: If { A aJaE£ is a net in K converging weak-* to A *
\  CO
then since S is weak-* closed we have A e S. We now show
that carrier ( A ) ^  If this is not the case, there
x e carrier (A ) such that x £ K. Since S is regular there 
exists f e C(S) such that 0 £ f £ 1 and:
0 if y e K
f(y) - «
1 if y * x
Moreover, hy virtue of the continuity of f, there exists an
open set V containing x t>uch that for z e V, f(z) ) 0. Now
A a( D  - j’r(p)aAa(p) - I  f(p)d A a(p) » 0 for each a e A,
K
and since \  Q(f) converges to \  (f) we also have }\ (f) ■ 0.oL
Note now that J f(y)d \ ( y )  > 0 since f is positive on V
- V
and x e carrier C A) implies A(V)  ^ 0* However, this would 
imply that:
o « A(f) - ff Cy)d A(y) - f f (y)d A (y) + f f (y)dA (y) I
4 *1 •'s-v
y f(y)dA(y) > 0.
V
This contradiction shows that carrier ( h ) CT K, completing 
the proof of the theorem.
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Theorem 1.24
2
The kernel, K, is a group if and only if there exists jU  - 
jU  e S such that is an ideal of M(S) and
has a weak-* approximate identity.
p  i
Proof: Note first that ifyCt “/^* e ^ jfx( i s  an
ideal of M(S) having a weak-* approximate identity (A^a)ac^» 
then hy virtue of Theorem 1.9 smd Definition 1.5 we have
V ^
that carrier C^O * ^ an<^  ^ a e all a e A. Theorem 1.23 
implies that £ is compact in the weak-* topology so that
A t t/>
a aeA ^as a wea^“* cluster point e K, and hence a 
subnet i A b }toeBCr { A a)aeA converging weak-* t o . It is 
clear that ( A ^ ^ e b  is also a weak-* approximate identity 
f o r ^ ^ C /U )  ° Theorem 1.22 now implies that K is a group.
The converse is an immediate consequence of Theorems 1.15,
1.20 and 1.22. This concludes the proof of the theorem.
Theorem 1.25
The following are equivalent:
(A) S is a group
(B) K is a group and e 1I(S), 'jf'^ '(m) - {0} imply
- 0, where m is the usual extension of normalized
Haar measure on K to the Borel sets of S.
Proof: If S is a group, then clearly S - K and m ■ m.
Moreover, Theorem 1.20 assures the existence of a weak-* 
approximate identity, {A a)aeA» for ^^(m). Now if ^  e M(S) 
and '2f^i^ (m) « {0} then since for each a £ A we
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have that ^  \  - 0  for each a e A .  However, Theorem 1.208. 2
implies that (A converges weak-* to e where • ■ e is*5 B.c- A  0
the identity of S. Hence, by Theorem 1.21, a^ae A
converges weak-* to e - ^  . This implies that - 0.
Conversely, if (B) holds, then fix y e S and y &  e 9f^(m).
If e ■ e denotes the identity of K, then since carrier ( y g )
is contained in K we have for E e B(S);
ey^(E) « J^wBCpq)de(p)dy6 (q) « J^*E (eq)dy6 (q) -
J^nBCq)dyf (q) - j S  (E) 
so that e / - / * •  Now,
(ye - i)j3 - (ye)/tf - 16 - y(e/?) - j A  - y/tf - y>d - o
O O ° /  O O /  O f  o o f  O f  O ' O f
and hence ye - y « 0. This, together with Theorem V implies
o o o
that ye * y. Therefore, since e e K and K is an ideal of S, 
we have that y * ey e K so that S C  K and hence S « K is a
group. This completes the proof.
Remark
Note that condition (2) of (B) in the theorem could be 
replaced by:
e M(S) and ’^ 1(m) V  = {0} imply - 0.
Definition 1.6
If y S  e M(S), the mapping (1^ ) is defined at ^  e M(S)
by l (*> - j S f  (B^Ctf) - ) and maps M(S) into M(S).
If x e S, then L (®x) will simply be denoted by
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Theorem 1,26
The folio "ing are equivalent:
(A) K is a group.
(B) There existsyU. » e S such that:
(1) v  and R^ g map 3( H / t  ) into for 
eachy^ e M(S) .
(2) L ^  and R ^  restricted respectively to the 
sets and^# K are one to one maps.,
Proof: If K. is a group and m is the extension of normalized
Haar measure on K to the Borel sets of S, then hy Theorem
1.15 ^^■(m) is an ideal of M(S) so that the condition (1)
of (B) clearly holds. Moreover, m is an idempotent and a
zero for S so that L— and R— are clearly one to one onm m
mK. U  &m - {m}.
2
Conversely, if there exists A  - A  e S satisfying condition
(B;, then clearly from (1) T^ijUL) Is an ideal of M(S) .
2
Theorem 1.16 implies carrier {JUO * ^ow e ■ e £ K,
f^ • f e K; then (e/O - y U  sud C ) m
virtue of Theorem VII and Theorem 1.16 we have that
JUL so that jye jU L “ ° Hence due to condition (2)
we have QyU. - f a n d  using Theorem V, eK » fK. However,
eK « eS and fK = fS so that since the kernel is the disjoint
2
union of minimal right ideals of the form gS for g * g e K, 
we have that there must be exactly one minimal right ideal. 
Moreover, using a similar argument together with the fact 
that Ryd^is one to one o n w e  see that there is exactly 
one minimal left ideal so that the kernel is a group. This 
completes the proof of the theorem.
Remark
The following example, due to Collins L4], will demonstrate 
the need for the uniqueness conditions of Theorem 1.18. Let 
S be the semigroup consisting of the elements {0,lg2g3}i with 
the multiplication given on the following page, and endowed 
with the discrete topology* In this case S » K. and S has 
two minimal left ideals, {0,1} and {2,3} (the two minimal 
right ideals being, by necessity, {0,2} and {1,3})- A meas- 
use M(S) will be represented in the f o r m - (a,b,c,d)
where a, b, c, and d are complex numbers* That is, the meas­
ure is determined by attaching weights a, b, c, and d to 
the points 0, 1, 2, and 3 respectively, and convolution mul­
tiplication is simply formal quadranomial multiplication*
A measure^6£ will be an idempotent if and only if the following 
equations are satisfied
3 f V  ) - 3f1(A) ■ M(s) and carrier U ) * carrier (A) »
Kj however, the kernel K ■ S is not a group* This example 
also shows that the conditions of Theorem 1*19 are not 
sufficient for the kernel to be a group*
(1) (a+b)(a~c) » a
(2) (a+b)(b+d) = b
(3) (c+d)(a+c) = c
(4) (c+d)(b+d) *= d.
In particular let j U  = and A - Cq,q,‘
equations (l) through (4) are satisfied by both
2 ^ \ 2 V ^we clearly have^/, e S and A  * ^ e S* Now note that
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0 1 2 3
0 0 0 2 2
1 1 1 3 3
2 0 0 2 2
3 1 1 3 3
CHAPTER II
Theorem 2.1
The following are equivalent:
(A) The kernel is a group.
(B) There existsjU ? ' - e S such that Lx and Rx 
map onto for each x e K.
Proof: If E is a group, let m he extended normalized Haar
measure on K. We will first show that L (and similarly R )
map <3^(m) into 3t^(m)° Suppose c/\ £ cC^(m), then ■
xcK . If £ £ B(S) and m(E) = 0, then hy Theorem 1.15»xm(E) «
m(x:E) « 0. On the other hand, xt^(E) * o<(x:.E) * 0 since
5*1 (m)„ Since xm = m, we have:
X  |x^(Et)|2 _ BUP X
a d ^  PS i C x ^
I2sup
PS m(Et) r (x:Ei)
BiePS EiePS
Now Theorem 1.12 implies that ((x:E^) ; E^ePg} is a partition 
of S so that, since cA e <^^(m) » the latter supremum is 
finite. Hence Lx maps into ^^(m). In order to
show that is onto, we choose e m ) and let x'
denote the inverse of x in K. Clearly, x ’cK e <^^(m ) and 
L (x'*> » xx'o( * e o( where e « e denotes the identity of 
E„ However, since c?( £ ^^(m) we have for f £ C(S) that: 
ecX(f) « f f(ex)d<?<(x) » f f(ex)d<7((x) «
J * e
£  f(x)dc<(x) - Jf(x)do((x) - c< (f)
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so that e « a t and similarly ©( e » o( o Therefore, ck *
_ O
e cK and the preimage of e ok ( m) is x'cK o A dual
argument shows that Rx has the desired property for x e K.
2Conversely* if there exists ^  ■ jU . s S satisfying condition
(B) then by virtue of Theorem 1..13, carrier (^) * K and
^ O
Theorem VII impliesyUS^/U « {/^  } <. Now fix e = e e K„
Since L0 and R^ map onto we have that there
exists j» ^ 2 e such that Le( and Re^ ^ 2}  “
J[l<, Hence e ^  - i f  2e 80 2 “ (e ^ 2®^ “
e ^i ^ 2® ■ e ( e ^ ) (  ^ 2e^e * e^/e. Using Theorem V, K. =
2
carrier (^ ) * carrier (e^e) ■ eKe * eSe„ Since e ® e e K 
was arbitrarily chosen and K is the disjoint union of maxi-
p
mal groups fSf for f = f e K we have that K ** eSe is a 
group., This completes the proof of the theorem.,
The following result obtained in the proof of Theorem 2.1 
will now be stated as a corollary.,
Corollary 2.1
If K is a group, e * e denotes the identity of K, oC e M(S) 
and carrier (cK ) O  K, then
e = c< * oC. e
Lemma 2 01
I f / * 2 - /* e S and ■ e e K then,
(A) e / ^ E ^ C e S )  </<(*) for E e B(S)
(B) /*e(B)/£(Se) < /^(E) for E e B(S)
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Proof: If JbL ^ ■ yU . e S and - e e K, then for E e B(S) : 
(l)ytf(E) ■ y U / U W  - /J*KB(xy)d/^(x)d^(y) -
/  ( d/S(.x) - 
^  x^(E)d^(x) - f  ^ y£(S)dytf(x) + ^^X(/6^(B)d^(x) £
^  ^x^(B)dyaCx) .
Now note that Theorem VI implies that the mapping x— 
is constant on each minimal right ideal, for each f e C(S)D 
In other words, if p and q are in the same minimal right 
ideal then:
< ljU .W  = J'Jf(xy)dq(x)d/d(y) * Jf(qy)c^(y) - Jfq(y)d//(y) - 
/ * (V  - / “ V  * /fP (y)d/*(y) *Jf(py)d/^ (y) »
^J*f (xy)dp(x)d^(y) = p/^(f).
Now in view of the identification M(S) with C(S)* we have 
that v / A  - Q./A if P aru* <1 are in ^ e  same minimal right ideal„ 
Using inequality (1) and the latter statement applied to the 
minimal right ideal eS we have
/JL (B) > J*sx/d(B)d/f(x) « e/^(B)/<(eS).
A similar argument shows that (B) holds, completing the 
proof of the lemma,,
Theorem 2„2
The kernel is a group if and only if there exists a unique
vt op
idempotent in S whose 5* -space is invariants
Proof: If K is a group and I is normalized Haar measure on
K extended to the Borel sets of then Theorem 1°15 implies 
that j£^(m) is an ideal of M(S)„ Hence, if x e S and
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£ e£2(m), then x ^  a n d ^ x  are elements of ^^(m).
Moreover, in the proof of Theorem 2.1 it was actually shown 
that ^  (m) was closed under multiplication by point meas­
ures so that ^£2(m) is invariant. Now if there exists A ^  ■
A e S such that 3n2(A ) is invariant, then using Theorem
1.5 we have that of1( A ) is an ideal of M(S). On the other 
hand, since K is a group, Theorem 1.18 implies that A ■ m 
and hence that m is unique relative to having an invariant
space.
2
Conversely, suppose there exists a unique idempotentjU . *
(/} - p
s S whose £  -space is invariant. By virtue of Theorems
1.5 and 1.16,£ 1 (JU.') is an ideal of M(S) and carrier ■
2 // + ejUK. I f e  * e e K, then by Theorem 1.11 we have that — g -^
is an idempotent measure in K(S). We will now show that
, noting first that, by Theorem 1.5* 
# } ( / / )  - Now if o( e <3?2(/0, then:
2 M ( E i ) | 2 < 2 s u d ^  |°<«i)|2
+ e / i C ^ y  '  Ps ^
B1eFS
and the latter supremum is finite so that e tj£2(^ -"|^') -
On the other hand, if o< e -| ^ ) we then write the
equality (for Pg a partition of S, e Pg , andy^(E^)^O) 
m  2 l o ( ( B , ) l 2 2|<X(B.)|2
+ (/<(Bi) > e/i(Ei))A (E1) 
Now note, by Lemma 2.1, that for any E e B(S) we have that
E. £P
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Moreover, since c^C/^) is an ideal of M(S) and carrier ( / / )  - 
£, Theorem 1.16 implies thaty6^(®S) > 0. Hence an application 
of Lemma 2.1 in this case yields for any e Pg:
• u & O  < l
j U ^ [ )  ■ /u C e S )  '
Therefore, we have:
V  l°<(Bi^|2 < 2(i»-i-_.1auD V  1 C*i>|
^  7 ^  7 * ™  r6 ^  7 ^ 7 ^
2
2 ‘*8  ps
V PS V P6
Since the latter supremum is finite we have that o{ e 
and finally that £ 2 (/J i) - <^2(^ " | ^ ) . In view of the 
uniqueness condition we must have jU. « that is,
^U. ■ *jU - ^ similar argument using the measure 6
yields / / . -jU L s . Together, these facts imply:
/ L  - (e/OC/<e) - e / ^ e  - e/^e.
Using Theorem V, K - eKe ■ eSe; that is, the kernel is a 
group. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Theorem 2.3
The kernel is a group if and only if there exists a unique 
idempotent in S whose c£2-space is an ideal of M(S).
Proof: If £ is a group and m is normalized Haar measure
on K extended to the Borel sets of S, then by Theorem 1.15, 
^ ( m )  is an ideal of M(S). Fix e ^ 2(m) and 1$ e M(S) , 
A 0. Clearly e ^^(m) and there exists a Borel
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measurable function f such that /  |f(y)l2<i®(y) exists and 
for X e B(S), (B) - J  f(y)dm(y)„ Let e2 - e denote the
X
identity of K, and note by Corollary 2.1 that e o< - o< « 
o^e so that 'tfot, - ^(eo<) » ( Ye)o< . Recall now that
J g(y)dm(y). We have, using the Fubini theorem and the 
*
invariance of m on K:
'^(E) - (Y  e)«K (X) = J*^xs (xy)d( Y e )  (x)do<(y) -
/  /*»(xy)d«<Uy)d(Ye)(x) - J* J*nK (xy)f(y)di(y)d( Ye)(x) .
K K K K A
J  /  rtK Cy)f (x"1y)djE(y)dC 2^  e)(x) «
K K
T /  ^ jjCy)1 (x”1y)d( Y e)(x)dm(y) - 
E E
f (J f(x_1y)d(tfe)(x)Jdi(y)« J* (J* f (x_1y)d(* e) (x))dm(y) . 
K H X V E  / S W  '
The Fubini theorem implies that g defined by:
is a Borel measurable function. Moreover, using the Schwarz 
inequality and the invariance of m on K we have:
carrier (Ye) is the complement of the largest open set 
having IYe| -measure zero and that |Y®| i lY|e. Hence 
we have, using Theorem V, carrier (Ye) - carrier (lY el)
I Y Iwhich is contained in carrier (lYle) • carrier ( ^ ^ — e) ■
carrier ( — )e C l K.
p  __
We will now show that there exists a function g e L (m)
P _ _
( L (m) will denote the Borel measurable and m-square 
integrable functions defined on S) for which *
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f|gCy)| 2dm(y) - J  | J f(x-1y)d( # e)(x)|2dm(y)l
[ ( 4 1f(x"ly)12d 1 * c| (x)) (4 l2d 1 * e| (x)) ] *
|^e|(K) J* /  |f(x_1y)|2di(y)d (If ®l(x) - 
£ £
|tfe|(£) / J  |f(y)| 2dl(y)d e| (x) - 
£ £
[|tfe|(£)]2 f |f(y)|2di(y) < - 
£
so that g e L2(m). This implies that e ^£2(m) and
similarly f ^ 2(m) ( c£2(m ) is isomorphic isometric
to L2(m)). It is clear that if Y  ■ 0 then and at'% '
are elements of e£2(m). Moreover, if ^ 2 « ^ e S and 
^ 2C X ) 1® 01X1 ideal of M(S) , then as in Theorem 2 . 2 , A) 
and ^^(m) a;e ideals of M(S) so that, since the kernel is 
a group, X * £o
t/t
Conversely, if there exists a unique idempotent e S whose
^ 2-space is an ideal, then; as in the converse of Theorem
2
2.2, we have that for e » e e K:
* 2(441* )  . ( A )  - 3T2 ( * ^ )
and hence that /“ - e/<e and K * eSe is a group. This
completes the proof of the theorem.
Remark
The four element example given in Chapter II also demonstrates 
the need for the uniqueness conditions in the latter theorems.
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